We are always pleased to hear about the amazing things our
students get up to outside of school, and we would like to
congratulate Daisy in Year 8 on her hard work and
achievements during lockdown.

“During Covid Daisy has been working extremely hard on her
Ballroom and Latin dancing (she is part of the ESSP) but also
her radio presenting and interviewing for Chelmsford
Community Radio (CCR 104.4fm).
Before lockdown she was invited to be involved as part of the
Friday Drive at Five Take Over Team. She interviewed
professional dancers such as Brendan Cole, Graziano Di Prima
and dancers from the TV show Dancing with the Stars, Ireland.
Over this year she has continued to work remotely and has
had the fantastic opportunity to interview people from the
Great British Bake Off, Horrible Histories, create Eco Pod Casts
for Chelmsford City Council in collaboration with Essex Book
Festival and interview high street companies such as Lush and
Waterstones. Due to this success in October she was asked by
CCR to create and present a remote weekly review on the
television show Strictly Come Dancing, then interview the

Last half term Mr Routledge gave some of his students an
amazing, out of this world opportunity!

professional dancer Robin Windsor.
Presently Daisy writes, creates and presents every Friday Drive
at Five from 6-7pm which is now aired live. She has since
Interviewed professional dancer Danielle Everdell, Flight
Lieutenant David Simmonds from the Red Arrows and for
International Women’s Day interviewed the actress and
presenter Sarah Greene.
Daisy also entered the BBC Young Reporter of the Year (when
she was 12) and got to the final shortlisting beating thousands
of writers between 11 - 18 years old (this year the BBC had the
highest numbers of a entry’s with over 7,500 students). She
did really well getting through so many rounds of judging and
a telephone interview too! For National Careers she also did a
BBC Young Reporter Careers workshop and has another one
booked this Thursday.

Daisy absolutely loves working in radio and dancing. I am
writing to you to share some of her highlights as we are so
incredibly proud of her achievements in this most difficult
time during the pandemic.” Parent Email

A big thank you to Mr Routledge for sharing this incredible
opportunity with his students.

As part of a research project, a researcher in the U.S purchased
some cargo space from the NASA contractor Astrobotic. They
were giving away space on a hard drive destined for the moon,
in 10MB segments. Mr Routledge was fortunate enough to get
hold of one of these spaces. He decided that he would like to
find a way to put some Great Baddow High School students’
English work on there so that it went to the moon!
Year 9 have been studying climate change in English and so it
was a perfect opportunity for them to write to mankind,
future generations or planet Earth, asking for change.
Twenty-five students from Mr Routledge’s Year 7 and 9 classes
have now had their work loaded onto the hard drive that will
soon be aboard the lander. It is named the Peregrine lander
and will be aboard a Vulcan rocket with the launch date
planned for June 2021.
The lander is aiming to land in the area of the Moon called the
Lacus Mortis (lake of death) in July 2021. Mr Routledge is
hoping to be sent a photograph of the lander arriving and the
hard drive being delivered. He will no doubt share this with us
when he can.

Our first year of teaching Film Studies GCSE is proving a great success, with our enthusiastic and
creative cohort. Students have filmed a number of practical tasks including clips representing a
variety genres and learning to write a critical analysis of some great films. Over lockdown
students were not deterred. Some re-created an iconic movie scene and they all attended a
Zoom Film Conference hosted by the British Film Institute and were able to learn alongside
other students from all over the country.
Students will be stretching their creative abilities and improving their writing skills over the next
few months as they begin to prepare their screenplays and introductions to their own films. We
are very proud of our first class of GCSE Film studies and we look forward to watching them
exceed our expectations. A number of students have been awarded Film Studies certificates for
attendance, effort and commitment to the course. They are Freddie T, Jake, Macy and Katie E.
Well done!

This year our activities for British Science Week offered a variety of videos for students to watch and
experiments to perform, all from the comfort of their own home.
Behind the Spacecraft:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLgHJYtbt8tY4cub295H67SBWI8J7EkM8u
Atmospheric Pressure Experiment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWAG1xLthg&t=132s&ab_channel=Canal%26RiverTrust
Water Pressure Experiment:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8up9AshZAsQ&t=274s&ab_channel=Canal%
26RiverTrust
How a Lock works:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dmZ7hBMTY8Q&t=2s&ab_channel=Canal%26RiverTrust
In addition, we ran the British Science Week poster competition which was based on the theme ‘Innovating for the Future’.
entries needed to be submitted by 14th March, with the winning entries into the interhouse competition entered into the
national competition.

While the country was in lockdown during half term, Mr Dixon’s Year 10 German class were showing off their skills in the
kitchen. While studying the topic of food, Year 10 were given the extra curricular task of making a German dish. Here is what
they came up with:

A 3 course German meal by Lucas T
Putegeschnetzeltes mit Pfirsichen und Spätzle
(Sliced turkey with peaches and pasta)
Bratkartoffeln (Fried potatoes)
Apfelpfannekuchen (Apple pancakes)

Schnitzel mit
Pommes
(Breaded pork
steak with
chips)
By Jack W

Beth W in Year 11 helped to make a day of it with
her Year 10 brother and made Kaiserschmarrn. A
popular Bavarian and Austrian dessert made of
scrambled pancake with rum soaked raisins,
caramelised and topped with powdered sugar.
Served with apple sauce.
I am sure you agree that these all look
amazing and they are certainly giving
me “Kohldampf” (Hunger pains).
An excellent effort from Year 10 and
Beth. Gut gemacht! (Well done!)
Mr J Dixon
Head of Faculty: Modern Languages

Apfelstrudel (Apple strudel)
by Grace D

Apfelkuchen (Apple
cake) by Daisy C

Spritzplätzchen
(Biscuits) by
Rosie B

Welcome back to all our students! To get our return to
school started with a bang with have three excellent House
Competitions taking place for all to get involved in.
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind is our water challenge to get
students brains back in the game for lesson time students must see if they can fill up their booklet by
drinking as many cups as water to reach the recommended
daily suggestion this half term! All completed booklets
sent to their Head of House will receive credits.
Second, we have the Race to Tokyo distance challenge.
Which house will reach Tokyo first by sending in their
distances run, skipped, walked or biked before 23rd July!
You have 5,911 miles to cover as a team so get those steps
up!
Finally, with our new giant plasma screens up around the
school sharing the house points, watching the totals
increase every day, we want to see some our students
creative work up on them too. The House Photography
Competition is asking students to celebrate their house by
sending in photos that tie in with what their house
represents; images of nature, science and sport in the
most creative ways possible. We can't wait to see what you
come up with!
Good luck and have fun!
Mrs S Sargeant
Head of Year 8
House Coordinator

Last term, during their extended tutor time, Years 7 and 8 have
been focussing on improving their vocabulary. This has become
a whole school focus due to it being well documented that
students need a wide range of vocabulary, in all of their
subjects, to be successful.

vocabulary work that has been going on in tutor time and to
see vocabulary having a new-found prominence across the
school. We wanted to share some examples of the great work
with you.

Mrs Edwards
On a designated day each week, tutor groups have looked at
Joint Head of English
five words from the monthly vocabulary sheets that are issued
to all students by the English Department. They have discussed
the meaning of the five words and then have had fun putting
all five words into the same paragraph; they have produced
some excellent and sometimes entertaining pieces of writing!
We also recognise the need to revisit new words so that they
become embedded in our vocabularies, so each session started
by recapping the words from the previous week and towards
the end of the half term we revised all of the words we had
covered, with prizes for the winners!

It has been wonderful to see so many colourful displays of the

After the successful launch of the Creative Arts Microsoft
Stream we are looking for more students to come forward
with work they would like to show our school community. It
could be music performed for a Graded exam, a music
composition made in class, a monologue of drama, a piece of
art prepared for coursework etc.

We are beginning the process of planning a whole-school
production for July 2022.
Are you interested in Backstage management of Productions?
We have an exciting opportunity for five students to learn
sound-tech and lighting with Mr Pegrum.

Every week on Twitter and on the new screens in the Diner we will be displaying a new piece of
music that released that week.
Scan this QR code to listen to all of the ‘Fresh Music Friday’ songs from this half-term and give a
star-rating for each one . We will be generating a student poll of the tracks to listen to and those
to avoid. We will have half-termly results announcements.

Peripatetic lessons are beginning to return although it is
looking likely this will be for Year 10 and Year 9 only until the
end of the academic year..
A collection of music workshops are being planned for the
Summer Term and new clubs are being prepared ready for

September 2021. Keep an eye out for the Samba Drumming
workshops and Ukulele Workshops which will take place after
school in Summer Term (these will have limited spaces
available so commitment when signing up is really
important).

On 18th March, our Year 12 Performing Arts students performed their exam piece, 'Lovesong,' a beautiful play written by Abi
Morgan about a couple's experiences of life and death. During these challenging times, our Year 12 students have shown
resilience and determination.
This performance was originally scheduled for December, so students have had to try to rehearse this over Face-Time since
lockdown, so they could be ready upon returning to school. The performance was excellent, and we look forward to more
performance opportunities for our students as restrictions ease.

During remote learning, Year 9 art students explored installation
art. They were asked to create miniature installation artworks of
their own inspired by the street artist Slinkachu and the artist
Jacki Graham.
Slinkachu creates miniature scenes and installations and leaves
them in secret locations around London. Here is an example of his
work entitled ‘Same old song’.
Jacki Graham creates miniature scenes from everyday foodstuffs and experiments with photography to capture her scenes:

Examples that follow are some of our imaginative and creative Year 9 student responses:

By: Ronnie

By: Lisa

By: Henry

By: Ava

By: Susanne

By: Millie

By: Ellen

By: Martin

By: Holly

By: James

By Alex

realities of the criminal justice system and how its practices
have a long lasting effect on people for better and for worse.
Noel ‘Razor’ Smith was, in particular, one of my favourite
speakers of the day. He stated how his upbringing and
personal experiences eventually lead him to be one of the
most notorious bank robbers in the country. His story was
extremely emotionally moving and thought provoking,
making me realise how important it is to understand the
person behind the crime, rather than allowing the crime to
define the person.
I will now be able to use his experiences as a case study in A
Level Psychology, especially when discussing topics such as
the nurture nature debate. It could be argued that Noel’s
actions were due to nurture (him being a victim of
“As somebody who will be studying Criminology at university circumstance) or nature (his father being aggressive meant
I found the policing conference to be extremely insightful and that this behaviour was determined by genes).”
interesting.
After university I would like to become a Parole Officer and
By Sophie - Sixth Form Student
this conference has helped me to better understand the
On Wednesday 10th February Year 12 and 13 psychology
students took part in a virtual crime and policing conference.
This feeds into the Forensic Psychology unit studied in Year 13
and also enriches the knowledge of many of our budding
criminologists that we have this year. This was a full day
event and students heard from six different speakers in the
field focusing on different aspects of criminal behaviour
including whether some individuals are born evil, whether our
prison system really works, the dangers of eyewitness
testimony and the big finale, an interview between David
Wilson and Noel ‘Razor’ Smith.
Below is a review from one of our Year 13 students who
attended.

On Monday 21st March, our psychology class was privileged to take part in a live web chat with current scientists working
within the field of psychology. The result of this was that the scientist who received the most votes from the students would
receive £500 to go towards their research project.
One scientist was Lara Quartel – A psychologist who looks at how the brain of young people, with mental health problems
and specifically schizophrenia, function. We were able to ask the scientist anything we like to do with their work. These
included questions like – “What made you interested in this field of psychology?” and “What would you do with the £500?”
but also personal questions like “What type of music do you like?’ and “What pets do you have?” to get to know them better.
Prior to our live chat, we had come up with our top five criteria for what we thought a good research project should include.
Amongst the most common answers were: improving quality of life, saving lives and protecting the environment. This helped
us when it came to voting for our favourite scientist. We had also been given a profile of each scientist to read up on in
preparation for our chat, so we could prepare questions about their projects.
The session was completely text-based but ran very smoothly. We could directly message the psychologist’s by mentioning
their name, or we used the command ‘@all’ which alerted all the psychologists of your question.
I feel that this session has helped me in terms of my studies for psychology as I gained advice from people who have actually
qualified in this field and they gave me advice for when I go to study psychology at university. It was very useful as I was able
to ask questions to psychologists of different fields, which broadened my knowledge and understanding of the different
sections of psychology that people can research. I really enjoyed talking to these psychologists because I am looking to work
towards a career in psychology and I enjoyed gaining a different insight into psychology.
M Choudhury, Issy G and Arrabella D-G Year 12 Psychology students

Every year the Sixth Form get involved with activities and
lessons across the lower school and students really see them
as role models. This year as bubbles have dictated that we
cannot physically mix with other year groups, we have had to
change our approach.

Physics students have also attended a physics virtual tour of
the Diamond Research facility – a UK based research centre
which is one of the worlds most advanced centre as part of
their A Level studies. It boasts a synchrotron which is able to
magnify things up to 10,000 times more than a microscope.

The Sixth Form has a group of ambassadors who meet once a
half term and who work on developing one of four areas:
•
Creativity
•
Sports
•
Science
•
The environment

Raising a smile is also important to Sixth Formers and our
students embraced Red Nose Day, raising £150 for the charity
by dressing up or paying £1 to wear hoodies and tracksuits for
the day. We also ran a joke competition to raise a smile.
Winner was Louis.

The creativity team just prior to Christmas put together a
competition for Year 7 students to write a short story. There
were lots of entries and each entry received 2 credits.
The winners were:
• 1st Place- Georgie O 7E2
• 2nd Place- James D 7H2
• 3rd Place- Leo T 7A2

I saw someone
drop their scrabble
game outside
Costa,

Georgie’s story can be seen in this edition of Magnus.

so I asked them

The science team ran an online quiz for Year 7 and 8 students
again just prior to Christmas and this was a fun end of term
activity.

'What's the word
on

Since returning from lockdown, the Sixth Form are
determined to make the most of their time back in school.
This week, six students entered an online business
competition run by ARU. Our students finished second overall
and really enjoyed their experience – whilst also making a
vast amount of virtual money!

the street?’

From the diary of Annabelle Kringle.
White, soft, cold. White, soft, cold. The words were stuck in my brain but I don’t remember them. Lost. I’m alone. It’s cold and
I haven’t seen anybody for miles…
“Hello?” I spoke into the empty cave that lay ahead of me.
“Hello?” A voice said back. It sounded like a boy. Maybe he was lost or maybe he knew the way. I timidly muttered again,
“Hello?”
“Where are you?” The voice replied.
“Where are you?” I replied.
After a while we met. He was lost, just like me.

500 years later…
I love this time of year, the lights fill up the streets and men dressed in Santa costumes giving little boys and girls a small gift
each. I used to be one of those kids before I started High School, miles away from my home. The normal Christmas story is of
old Saint Nick, but sometimes I wonder whether if there’s a different side to Santa’s story.
When I found the diary of Annabelle Kringle I discovered the truth. Annabelle was the real reason Christmas started.
From the diary of Annabelle Kringle.
“I’m Nick.” The boy said.
“I’m Annabelle.” I said. “Do you know where we are?”
“Yeah we’re in the North Pole!” Nick said. “You look cold come with me.” I followed him to an ice house construction. I think
he called it an igloo. He gave me warm clothes and a place to sleep. After a while I got used to living with him. I never
remembered white, soft, cold. So I gave it a name. ‘Snow’. Together we built a house and a workshop. We didn’t really need a
workshop though.
All this time what I hadn’t noticed, was what I called snow was right beneath my feet on the ground. It was a miracle
something in my imagination had come to life! I wonder what else I can make come to life?

500 years later...
It’s crazy when you think about it! A girl made Christmas! Nowadays life’s a little fairer but back then, that would’ve been the
best thing that a woman had ever achieved! At the same time we say the person who made Christmas was Nick so how come
it’s not Annabelle.
You see the funny thing is my name is also Annabelle but I go by ‘Bella’. I’m uncertain if the diary I have unearthed in the
school library is actually true. I’m starting to think that Annabelle is somehow connected to me! You see yesterday, I came up
with the iPhone 7 and it was introduced this morning.

From the diary of Annabelle Kringle.
After I made my first toy it was hard to stop inventing other fun things! You see I have just made a super clever gadget called
the pop-up book! You open it and the pages stick out like 3D. (I also invented the term ‘3D’). It took a while persuading Nick to
help me but once he started helping, we have managed to produce 100 pop-up books! I’m starting to think we should give
these toys to children instead of just keeping them to ourselves. I don’t know how we’d distribute them to the children. It’s
almost like we’d have to go through a chimney or something.
After making 1000 different toys, my invention book went missing. I asked Nick if he’d seen it he replied,” No.” Typical Nick!
However he has been acting suspiciously lately. He has also started using my surname which is Kringle and calling himself
‘Nicolas Kringle.’
I can’t believe Nick! He has abandoned me all alone on the coldest day of the year December 25th. He took a sleigh,
reindeer and put MY TOYS INTO BIG SACKS, TAKING THEM FAR AWAY FROM ME! He must have been reading my diary… I was
talking about something that I was going to call Merrymas! MY idea not his!
Every year Nick goes out with my ideas calling it Christmas and leaving me out of it… He is a fraud and a thief! He stole
everything!

500 years later...
After I read the diary, I decided to find her factory and finish what she started…
Santa really was a girl…

Back in September we launched the read, review, reward
scheme. We encouraged students to reserve a book from the
library, we then delivered this book to their tutor group as
due to Covid restrictions, the library was inaccessible for
students.
Once the students had read their chosen book, they were
asked to write a review which we could publish on our library
database Accessit and students received credits for their
efforts. The more they read and reviewed, the more they were
rewarded.
For our Christmas competition, the task was to read a
Christmas related book and then create a visual review.
This competition proved very popular and the winners
received a certificate, book voucher and some chocolate.

Year 7
Winner - Harriet M 7H3
Runner up - Natlaya SD 7A2
Joint 3rd - Charlie C 7A2 / Chloe L 7E3
Year 8
Winner - Emily S 8A2
Runner up - Alika P 8A2
3rd - Chloe T 8A2
Year 9
Highly commended to Mrs O'Dell’s tutor group 9A1
A huge well done to 8A2 and 7A2, there were lots of entries
from both of these tutor groups.

You will see that there is now a payment on ParentPay for lost books. This will show up on all accounts but you only need to
pay this if your child has lost a book or the book has become badly damaged. Your child can check on Accessit, the school
library system, via the portal to see if they have any outstanding books.

The Carnegie Book Awards is the oldest book award in the
UK celebrating and promoting literature for young people.
The books in the shortlist this year feature a variety of
themes, including freedom, identity, relationships and the
environment. So if you are looking for a book to read over
Easter, try one of the books shortlist for the Carnegie Book
Award Medal.
Echo Mountain by Lauren Wolk. A Historical fiction story
about family and friendship during The Great Depression.
Look Both Ways by Jason Reynolds. A funny story following
four as they walk home from school one day.
The Girl who speaks Bear by Sophie Anderson and Katrin
Honesta (illustrator). Fantasy, folklore, family and identify
interwoven in this adventure story.
The Girl Who Became a Tree by Joseph Coelho and Kate
Milner (illustrator). A young girl coping with the loss of her
father.
These books contain more mature content:
Clap When you Land by Elizabeth Acevedo. Told through
verse a story of family, culture, forgiveness and grief.
On Midnight Beach by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick. A coming of
age story set in Ireland.
Run Rebel by Manjeet Mann. Told in verse, follow Amber as
she escapes from her oppressive father and an arranged
marriage and faces the consequences.
Fountains of Silence by Ruth Sepetys. Secrets, danger and
romance in Franco’s Spain.

Well done to our Mrs Murphy for
volunteering to help with the Lateral-flow
testing for staff and students during
lockdown!
We have looked forward to having her
back working in the RB with us again.

Communication for virtually all deaf children and young
people, including those who use sign language, relies in
part on being able to see someone’s face clearly –
whether this is for lip-reading, understanding facial
expressions or for understanding non-verbal
communication more widely (e.g. seeing whether
someone is smiling or looks upset).
Face masks and coverings can have the effect of
obscuring speech, making it harder for deaf children
and young people to make use of any residual
hearing they have. They therefore present specific
challenges for deaf children and young people

A challenge set as part of Year 11 food technology was to create
a ‘fakeaway’ of their choice. I think you will agree that they did
a great job! Here we have a homemade big mac, Slow cooker
kebab and Katsu Curry!

Unfortunately we have been unable to attend or host any Panathlon events this term. However our
students have had the opportunity to have a Q & A with England deaf cricket international athlete role
model ‘James Dixon.’
More information can be found at: https://panathlon.com/deaf-jodie-ounsley-james-dixon/

During lockdown all the staff in the RBHIS were working hard to ensure that our students receive the support needed to
access lessons remotely. This has been signing on screen, ensuring subtitles are available and language is differentiated, if
needed, using MS chat.
Clear masks/visors have enabled us to support students back in school and support all of our students that heavily rely on
lipreading.
Friday morning catch up has also enabled our students and staff to remain in contact during school closure.
A recent video shared with our students during our Friday
morning catch up was a true story of one man’s search for
his identity and the barriers he comes up against along the
way.
We recommend all to watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cAlS8E2Acyg&ab_channel=ChrisFonseca
(Can also be viewed on the school website in the RBHIS area)

We were pleased to be able to offer all of our students an exciting range of Careers activities for National Careers Week, 1st March
– 5th March. Helping our students discover their next steps and preparing them for the future is one of the most important roles
of any school. We hope all our students enjoy engaging with their activities this week.

Year 7 students we able to play detective as they watched
video clips from some mystery guests as they tried to work
out their jobs using the clues provided.
Many students guessed Diana was a Doctor or a Scientist
once they learned she had gained a PhD and was Dr Diana
Entwistle. So, it came as quite a shock then they discovered
she was actually a world traveling circus performer.

Year 8 students we able to take some time to learn about
a family members job and the company they work for
using their home research booklets. They also had an
assembly on transferable skills and the importance of all
of their schools’ subjects in setting them up for their
future.

Our first ever virtual careers fair was a huge success. With over 1000 views our students and parents were able to explore over
50 different exhibitors covering a wide range of career sectors.
The fair is still available to view and download though the school website at:
https://www.gbhs.co.uk/1389/careers-week-2021

The 2021 Virtual Careers Fair is open to all our students to use and explore whether you are a Year 9 thinking about your
GCSE options, a Year 10 or 11 thinking about your post 16 options or one of our Sixth Form students thinking about
apprenticeships, higher educations or joining the workforce. There is something for everyone.

A careers fair is an event where you get to
explore the world of careers. It’s a place where
you can learn more about employers,
universities, colleges and apprenticeship
providers all in the one place.
You can get lots of information and advice to
help you think about what you might want to
do in the future. Students can use a careers
fair as a brilliant way to explore careers you
might not have thought of before, while
discovering all kinds of ways to get the skills
and knowledge you need.

This term our Year 7 students have been exploring their own health and
wellbeing, including the benefits of sleep, giving them knowledge and tips
which were more important than ever whilst working from home.
Students have more recently been looking ahead to their futures and
exploring different careers, as well as careers stereotype which they were able
to experience during the career’s week event “What’s my job?”.

Year 8 students have also been focused on careers this half term as they look
at their own personal strengths and weaknesses as well as career paths they
could one day take. They learned about the ever-changing nature of careers
as they learnt about two of our very own teachers and the very different paths
that lead them to work at Great Baddow High School. Students have also
been learning about prejudice and stereotypes as they complete their
Discrimination Project.

With their GCSE options being chosen this term our Year 9’s have spent the
whole spring term looking at careers and options to help them make the best
informed choice for them. Students have also been encouraged to
explore our first ever Virtual Careers Fair to help them gain valuable
knowledge about the skills needed for different workplaces and education.

With the challenge’s lockdown created, our Year 10 students have been learning about mental health and dealing with these new
challenges. They have also looked at recognising mental ill health and when to get help. More recently students have been
working on their CV’s ready for their mock interviews in the summer term.

It was such a shame that we were not able to hold our
annual ‘Decorate Your Tutor Room Door’ competition this
year, however we have still managed to incorporate World
Book Day into our remote learning with great success.
Students were given the opportunity to take part in Daily
World Book Day Challenges including ‘Guess The Shelfie’ and
‘The World Book Day Book Quiz’.
Students also took part in a range of activities in their lessons this week including listening to teachers talking about
their favourite books and, using their creative writing skills,
create a letter to persuade someone to read their favourite
book and art skills to redesign a book cover. We were
overwhelmed with the amount of responses we received with
some amazing entries, making it very difficult to choose the
winners!
The School Library System also had a makeover for World
Book Day giving students the chance to make the most of
the wonderful activities out there for World Book Day.

The school has a wonderful library database available to all
students. Students can check what books are available in
library, reserve books, find out about any library clubs
currently running, check out the library twitter page and find
the Stretch and Challenge Reading Lists, under Quick Lists, for
their year groups.
Under the Visual Search section there is a huge range of
resources available for curriculum related topics such as ‘The
Black Death’ for History where they can find websites and
books to help them with any projects they made need to do.
Sixth Formers have their own
separate front page which gives them
access to a huge range of resources
and links to other digital libraries
containing primary sources for their
subjects such as their EPQ. They can
also access the ‘I Newspaper’ and other
subscription magazines.
Why not take a look as a guest and see
what is available for your child.
View the Library Database Here.

Follow our Library on Twitter
@GBHS_Library

Hidden Books Challenge
Overall Winner: Lexie R 7E3
Shelfie Challenge
Year 7 Winner: Isabella B 7H3
Year 8 Winner: Zachary H 8E3
Year 9 Winner: Megan P 9H3
Year 10/11 Winner: Giorgia W: 11H2
World Book Day Book Quiz
Year 7 Winner: Isabella B 7H3
Year 8 Winner: Zachary H 8E3
Year 9 Winner: James P 9A2
Year 10/11 Winner: Daisy H 10A2
Guess The Book Character
Year 7 Winner: Kacey M 7H2
Year 8 Winner: Angel D 8H3
Year 9 Winner: Ava C 9H3
Year 10/11 Winner: Eryn M 11H1
Guess The Shadow Challenge
Year 7 Winner: James E 7H2
Year 8 Winner: Zachary H 8E3
Year 9 Winner: Megan P 9H3
Year 10/11 Winner: Rosie B 10E2

Students used their creative writing skills to create a letter to persuade someone to read their favourite book .

Dear Best Friend
I am writing to inform you about this amazing book that I have been reading in the last week. It’s called Dork
Diaries Puppy Love. However in the collection there are many other amazing books but this is by far my favourite.
It’s about this girl who is in High School and she is in love with this boy although the popular mean girl is also in
love with this boy. So it’s all a hustle to see who he likes more.
I wont spoil the rest of the story in case you do read the book.
I hope to see you soon!
Love from Isabelle xx
Dear Jackson,
I am writing to explain to you why you should read ‘Things the eye can’t see’. It can help with your vocabulary and
education, also it is very fun when you get stuck into it. Do you ever want to be good at literacy? If you have
anxiety, then this could be an advantage of letting go of all your worries.
The best thing about this book that it has many cliff hangers which make you want to keep reading. The book also
contains an abundant amount of sophisticated vocabulary which can help with your English grades. This means
that you are revising as well as enjoying the book. Another reason why you should read is it might release the stress
around you. Everything around you just disappears and the only thing in your mind is the book and yourself. Pursuing this further, it can assist your writing skills.
Furthermore, this can definitely improve your concentration and your focus with any book, but the book that I am
recommending to you is very easy as the book can engage with any reader that lays their eye on. I became besotted
with the adventurous book and I am sure it’ll make you engaged in a blink of an eye. In addition, I think you will
enjoy it as there is a big mystery, as well as a problem effecting the big mystery.

Lastly, it can improve your memory which will have a big impact on your adult life as it will sometimes help you
remember what you have to take to work, or what you need to do today. Yet another reason why, is you will be able
to experience tranquillity. This will make you think hard and will make you feel freedom.
In conclusion, you can see why books have an impact on our life, but this very special book can make you more
engaged than ever as it is an amazing thriller.
Yours sincerely
Noah

Dear Jonathan,
Recently, I have been reading this book called ‘When we got lost in dreamland’. It is a book by an author named
Ross Welford and the genre is fantasy.
I think this is the perfect book for you because it is extremely compelling, and I could not put the book down. The
characters are likeable, and the plot is amazing. It is all round intriguing.
As well as this, the book is unique. This is the first book that has this kind of plot which makes it interesting.
Everyone has read stories about fantasy, for example Harry Potter, The Hobbit and Lord of The Rings. Magic,
strange creatures and wizards have all been done before but nobody has written about being stuck in dreams.
Finally, you can picture the book in your mind and therefore you can relate to the characters in the book and it will
have you questioning what will happen next.
I would recommend this book to you because I think that it would interest you and give you ideas for books in the
future.
Yours sincerely,
Owen

As you may know, students
come to school in their PE kit
on practical PE days and/or
days that they are attending
an extracurricular club.
Students know what is
expected of them and should
continue to look smart and
represent the school with
pride. Female students should
wear black trainers, white
sports socks or long black
socks (when on the field), the
school PE skort, shorts or a
pair of plain black sports
leggings. They should wear
their white Baddow PE top
with a black or white base
layer and the Great Baddow
PE jumper for warmth.
Students should not come to
school in a hoodie or other
jumper, that is not the Great
Baddow PE Jumper. Students
should not bring any jewellery
into school on a day that they
have PE as this must not be
worn in PE lessons. Students
should also remember a
hairband, if they have long
hair and plenty of water to
hydrate them during and
after their PE lesson.
Since lockdown , our students
have been finding lots of new
and wonderful ways to keep
themselves active; these have
included bike riding, walking,
running and participating in
training sessions by zoom, to
name but a few. The PE
department recorded
workouts for the students to
complete and students
responded well to this and we
had some great emails from
how our students were

keeping active. We set weekly
challenges that were posted
on @GBHSsports; lots of
students gave them a go and
performed much better than
us! Students participated in
weekly ‘Get Active’ challenges
where they challenged
themselves to see how many
steps they could do and how
fast they could run 2km, or
how far they could run in five
or ten minutes. We were very
impressed by Frankie in Year 7
running 1106m in 5 minutes,
Ethan in Year 7 for running
1370m in 5 minutes, Sammy
in Year 7 for running 2000m
in 10 minutes and to Isabella
in Year 7 for running 2170m in
10 minutes!

to participate in a revised
extra-curricular programme,
separated by year groups and
gender which includes
football, netball, basketball,
rugby and dance. Students
have been working hard to
improve their skills within
these sports and have shown
excellent progress. For the
summer term, we will be
running football, netball,
basketball, athletics,
rounders, cricket, tennis,
dance and swimming. The PE
department are proud of all
students, especially those
attending multiple morning
and after-school clubs.

these to others in the form of
a leaflet.

Year 11 GCSE PE students are in
the process of finalising the
sports that they will be
assessed in and they are
practicing specific drills to
show their ability. We have
assisted these students by
offering extra-curricular clubs
with expert staff, for example,
Mr Wiggins has run a GCSE/
BTEC Sport badminton club.
Students have also learnt
about the levers systems in
the body and planes and axes
of movement. We have
created some interesting
ways to remember the key
Our Year 10 students
words and phrases. Our BTEC
responded well to learning
Sport students are finishing
The PE Department are
remotely throughout
their Unit 3 fitness design
incredibly pleased to welcome lockdown. They were able to workbooks and finalising
back our students to school. take on new content and
their Unit 2 practical
We have adapted the
research case studies within performance coursework.
programme of study to bring this. Our GCSE PE students
Because of the recent
the enjoyment and fun back have been looking at
lockdowns, students have
to PE through sport and
performance enhancing drugs had to be independent
physical activity. Although we and the reasons some
learners, they are taking
are teaching invasion games, athletes may choose to take responsibility for their own
gameplay within lessons is
these. We have also looked at learning. The PE department
restricted to no longer than
spectator behaviour and
are proud of how committed
fifteen minutes. This is
hooliganism which has been and determined our students
beneficial to all students as it insightful. We are moving on are to be the best that they
means that they are having
to self-assessment in a
can be.
more opportunities to
chosen sport through
develop their ability and
coursework, which allows
Our students continue to be a
tactics within a game, using students to assess their own credit to us, and we are so
the skills learnt in the lesson. abilities and skills within one proud of how they are
Through adapted lessons, the of their assessed sports. Our handling the current
PE department are ensuring
BTEC Sport students are
situation. They continue to
students are still learning and looking forward to looking at show grit and determination
are as active as possible. We the skills and qualities needed through tough times. Well
are constantly adapting to
to be a good sports leader.
done!
the Sport England guidance
They will also be looking at
on what we can run within PE. the rules within badminton
Miss L Freeman
Our students have been able and rounders and presenting Joint Head of PE Faculty

Our Elite Sport Students have continued to train and do what they can whilst in lockdown. They are counting down the days
until training and competitions can resume. All sports have been affected by the lockdown period; some have managed to
resume training while others have not been able. We continue to check in with our elite athletes and ask for updates on how
they have been affected by the pandemic. Fortunately, some students have been able to continue their training via zoom or
online, certain sports are even trying to arrange virtual competitions. The PE Department cannot wait to hear about our Elite
Students’ upcoming competitions and successes.
We have some exciting events planned for our Elite Sport Performers – a nutrition workshop VIA teams with the West Ham
Foundation. We are also in the process of organising workshops for time management and how to handle to pressure of
being a young and successful athlete.
We are extremely proud of these students and love to celebrate their achievements. Please keep us updated on your child’s
success in any sport and if you believe they should be part of this programme, we urge you to contact the PE department to
find out more.

Over the Easter break our network team will be working hard to install a suite of
new interactive screens in our classrooms. This will raise the quality of student
experience in every classroom so that our students have the same excellent
resources wherever they are in the school.
This is a substantial investment in the fabric of the school and will have a
positive impact for years to come. The new screens will increase visual clarity and
improve the sound quality for multi media presentations, allow for increased
flexibility for our teachers and give a better experience all round.

As a parent it’s important you know that all social networking platforms (or
social networking apps, if on a smartphone) have age limits. Some social
networks use technologies that may not be right for some ages, or engage with
communities that are made up of people much older than your child.
https://www.internetmatters.org/

As rugby is participated by all year groups as part of the boys PE curriculum, it is important to highlight the following
information from the England Rugby website for your child to have a look over.
The information and short video clip outline the import role in the prevention and management of concussion.
View Information From England Rugby About The Prevention And Management Of Concussion.

Please ensure you acquaint yourself with the
school’s procedures around punctuality and
attendance

Reporting Student Absences

Arriving punctually to lessons is also very important
to enable lessons to start on time. Students who
are late for school may be given a 30-minute
detention to be served after school, the following
day.

If a student is absent from school for any reason,
parents must inform student administration by
8.45am on the first day of absence. Telephone the
school number 01245 265821 and choose option
1. Please ensure a clear detailed message giving a
specific reason for absence. Alternatively, you may
log the absence, or a forthcoming medical/dental
appointment, via Edulink. Please log in as a parent
and click on the Absence Reporting icon then
submit the necessary details. Students will not be
permitted to leave school for an appointment
without advance communication from the
parent. If a student is absent without notification
the absence will be recorded as unauthorised.

Signing-In

Unfortunately, we are unable to accept emails as a
method of reporting student absence unless this is
by specific arrangement.

Punctuality
A very small minority of students continue to be
late for school. All students should be on the
school premises 5 minutes before their allocated
start time. Years 7 and 8 start school at
8.45am. Years 9 and 10 start at 8.55am. Years 11, 12
and 13 start school at 9.00am.

If your child is late for school or late due to
attending a medical or other appointment, they
must have a note signed by you. Failure to produce
a note could result in your child receiving a late
detention. Late arrivals must always sign in at
student administration.

Signing-Out
If your child needs to sign out of school, for
example to attend a medical or dental
appointment, they must have a signed note from
you which they must also ask their tutor to initial.
Your child must then bring the note to the Student
Administration office in order to sign out. Students
are not allowed to leave the school site without
permission.
Year 7 students are required to be collected from
reception they cannot walk out unaccompanied.

Holiday Absence
Fines continue to be levied from parents taking
their children out of school for holidays during term
time and for other unauthorised absence. Please do
not put the school in the embarrassing position of
having to refuse requests for leave during termtime.

Illness
Please remind your son or daughter that if they feel
unwell they should (with permission from the
teacher, if in class,) report to the Student
Administration Office and must not contact their
parents. It is the role of the office staff to contact
parents if it is considered necessary to do so.
Thank you for your co-operation in these matters.

